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	Most students entering college have already had years of exposure to computers
	and other digital technologies. Elementary and high school students use computers
	to write papers, create presentations, communicate with each other, conduct
	research, and entertain themselves. Cell phones, digital cameras, and iPods
	are standard equipment for teens. Students understand the basics of computers
	and technology, and how to use them for day-to-day activities. But today’s technological
	world requires much more. Succeeding with Technology teaches students
	what they need to know about technology and how to apply it to life situations
	to achieve success.


	The creation of Succeeding with Technology was guided by the philosophy that
	for students to prosper, they must grasp underlying principles of the technologies
	that have an impact on our lives and understand how those principles are
	related to real-world activities. No one is capable of gaining true understanding
	by memorizing long lists of technical terms. This textbook won’t overwhelm you
	with descriptions of numerous inconsequential devices. Instead, Succeeding with
	Technology provides straightforward explanations of the principles that guide
	technological development, without overwhelming the reader with too much
	detail. An understanding of the concepts provided in this book will translate
	into a practical understanding of the specific devices and practices in use today
	and in years to come.


	The authors understand that technology in and of itself is not interesting to
	most people. What most people do find interesting are the exciting ways that
	technology is being used to improve our day-to-day lives, our professional productivity,
	society, and the world. Succeeding with Technology invests as much
	effort in showing how technology is used as it does in explaining how technology
	works. Every concept is backed up with practical examples of how it is making
	an impact on everyday life.


	We are proud of the fourth edition of this unique textbook that takes readers
	beyond traditional computer competence and fluency, to a deeper understanding
	of not only how digital technology works, but more importantly, how it can be
	harnessed to improve your life.
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A Clinical Guide to Pediatric Weight Management and ObesityLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006
Obesity represents the most common chronic illness of children and adolescents. Childhood obesity affects every age group from infancy to young adulthood and one quarter to one third of all pediatric patients. With the rapid onset of the obesity epidemic, pediatric health care professionals are struggling to meet the clinical and educational...
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Graphics Tools---The jgt Editors' ChoiceCRC Press, 2005

	Computer Graphics professionals can now find in one volume a collection of 32 "gems" chosen by the editors of the journal of graphics tools, one of the leading publications in the field. These selected papers provide practical ideas and techniques that solve real problems in the areas of - Math & Programming Techniques...
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Java 2 Web Developer Certification Study Guide, 2nd EditionSybex, 2002
Here’s the book you need to prepare for Exam 310-080, Sun Certified Web Component Developer for J2EE Platform.    

    This Study Guide provides:      

	In-depth coverage of every exam objective      
	Practical information on programming servlets, developing JSP pages,...
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Microsoft(R) SQL Server 2005 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2006
Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Unleashed offers comprehensive  coverage of SQL Server 2005 that goes beyond the basic syntax and  information you’ll find in the product manuals, providing in-depth  information derived from the authors’ real-world experience to help you  build upon your working knowledge of the product and take your...
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Your Code as a Crime Scene: Use Forensic Techniques to Arrest Defects, Bottlenecks, and Bad Design in Your Programs (The Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2015

	Jack the Ripper and legacy codebases have more in common than you'd think. Inspired by forensic psychology methods, you'll learn strategies to predict the future of your codebase, assess refactoring direction, and understand how your team influences the design. With its unique blend of forensic psychology and code analysis, this book...
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ThreadsOpen University Press, 2009

	It is often the case that you would like a program to be able to do more than one thing at a time. You might, for example, want to monitor the keyboard for a key being pressed by a user and, at the same time, track the movement of the mouse by the user and repaint the screen. Each of these tasks can be thought of as a single thread in a...
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